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The starting point is the maturity of two approaches to speci cation and theorem proving which have both been investigated in the group.
One is based on constructive higher-order logic, in practice some version of type theory, such as the calculus of inductive constructions 4] developped by the Coq Project at INRIA 6] . This approach enjoys the so-called Curry-Howard principle, which allows to identify proofs in the logic with computations in the associated typed -calculus. At the implementation level, proofs must be user-assisted, but powerful tactics allow the user to develop fairly large proofs with a reasonnable amount of e ort measured in man-months. It enjoys three major advantages: Firstly, speci cations have a purely declarative style, freeing the user to think in operational terms; Secondly, the correctness of the type-checking algorithm, a relatively small piece of code called the kernel, garantees the correctness of each proof developed with the system, regarless of the correctness of the many complex tactics that are used for the development; Thirdly, it is possible to extract correct functional code from the proof of a given logical statement, whatever complex the proof is.
The other is based on a subset of rst-order logic, in practice some version of Horn Logic, such as membership equational logic 2], developped by the Maude project at SRI 9] . This approach enjoys another principle that some would term Hurry-Coward 1 , which reduces logical proofs to algebraic computations. At the implementation level, proofs become mostly automatic, allowing a coward user to hurry a (sometimes complex) proof development without much interaction. This is of course the rst major advantage of this approach. A second is that speci cations are indeed exewcutable, hence can be used to perform experiments. A third, which follows from the second, is the ability to easily integrate decision procedures for some fragments of logic by writing the corresponding executable speci cation.
Both approaches have major disadvantages. For the rst, it cannot scale up without a major revision of its underlying philosophy that every proof step must be checked by the kernel. This implies that decision procedures cannot be integrated easily. A rst possible answer is to modify a code written elsewhere in order to return a proof term that can be checked by the kernel, instead of a yes/no answer. A second is to develop a tactic that encodes the decision procedure. Both are non-trivial tasks, usually requiring several manmonths of e ort, and do not answer our real needs: we would like to rely on the correctness of the decision procedure rather than recheck its work. A second disadvantage is that writing speci cations is not always very easy, in the sense that it may require non-trivial encodings of data structures and functions operating on these. It is true that inductive types are of great help to express complex data-structures in a modular way. But they are not powerful enough to our taste, because, in particular, constructors must be free, and not always easy to use, because function de nitions must be expressed via a (higher-order) primitive recursive schema, and not by using pattern-matching de nitions as in ML. A last is that there is no notion of parameterized proof that would allow to engineer the proof development process.
For the second approach, some of its advantages are disadvantages as well. A major one is that speci cations are indeed executable, forcing the user to think in terms of a possible execution, and we very well know that this is harder than simply expressing logical properties. A second is that meta-theoretic properties of the speci cation have to be checked in order to ensure the Hurry-Coward principle, that is that proofs are what they pretend. Another one is that the current proof tools that have been developped in the algebraic community are too automatic, which makes it di cult to develop proofs of a complex logical structure. Finally, although speci cations can be structured in a modular way, tools do not take yet full advantage of this facility.
We now sketch the potential solutions that we are investigating or plan to investigate in order to answer these questions. The main idea is to combine the advantages of both worlds by designing a new calculus that will take its roots from both.
Membership equational logic is quite simple, and yet quite powerful. Its atomic formulae are equations and sort membership assertions, and its sentences are Horn clauses. It enjoys an initial algebra semantics. Some of its sublogics enjoy good decidability properties via the use of tree automata techniques. This makes it a very good candidate as our target for a more expressive notion of inductive type. A main issue here is to elaborate the appropiate form of the recursor that will express for such inductive types the induction axiom via the Curry-Howard principle. We already know how this can be done for speci cations in which the constructors are constrained by an order-sorted speci cation whose rewrite/membership rules have sort memberships for their variables as conditions, and are con uent, terminating, and sort-decreasing 7]. We believe that we can also deal with commutativity, associativity, identity, idempotency and their combinations. A second important issue is the use of membership equational logic to de ne functions operating on the inductive type. We know already that we can use such de nitions to a large extent 8, 7] . But code extraction is an open problem when such de nitions are involved. It is likely to be as di cult as the compilation of pattern matching de nitions in ML.
So far, we are aiming at a calculus of inductive constructions in which -inductive types are speci ed in a subset of membership equational logic, -function de nitions may be given by using pattern matching de nitions, another subset of membership equational logic.
We have not yet adressed the issue of scaling up, a major issue as far as users are concerned. For this, we need to combine too partial answers.
First, a member of the group has recently designed a new version of the calculus of constructions which internalizes a powerful notion of module, more powerful indeed than SML-modules, and enjoying a Curry-Howard interpretation and a strong normalization theorem 5]. This work must now be continued in order to encompass the full calculus of inductive constructions.
Second, and this is the part done with the additional collaboration of INRIALorraine, we are investigating another new version of the calculus of constructions in which the notion of decision procedure is built-in, therefore allowing us to delegate the proof of decidable logical fragments to specialized tools, and to rely on their answer 6]. Relying on their answer is fundamental for two reasons. First, enforce our belief that the whole proof is correct. Second, and this is the important point, to keep manageable proof terms within the Coq implementation. Returning a possibly gigantic proof term to Coq, which is quite common in practice, would not be a practical approach, although this is the only current possibility. Technically, decision procedures can be encoded as function or membership de nitions. Therefore, a rst step in this direction will consist in assuming that these decision procedures are encoded as pattern matching de nitions, for which con uence, termination and sortdecreasingness will be proved inside Coq before to delegate the proof (normal form computation, inductive proof, . . . ) to a rewrite engine such as Maude, CiME 3], or ELAN 1] .
This terminates the description of the logical language we are trying to develop. Being based on constructive higher-order logic, this language does not adress a major issue for practice, that computations may be concurrent. The main reason, of course, is that concurrency has an operational avour. And indeed, concurrency can be easily expressed by using rewrite rules. Expressing concurrent computations, these rules need not have all good properties required for e cient execution of membership equational logic. These rules are simply rewrite rules describing how the possible states of a computation evolve, possibly concurrently. The underlying logic is rewrite logic 10]. Besides its ability in expressing concurrent computations, rewrite logic has the key property to be re ective, allowing to develop tactics for theorem proving purposes within the logic itself. This has been proved to be a major advantage, and we want the bene t of it, both in terms of the modular development of tactics, and of the possibility to prove properties of tactics within the logic itself.
In Maude, rewrite logic is built on top of membership equational logic. Our intention is to build it on top of some (possibly evolving) version of the calculus of constructions. Of course, this all is an intellectual construction that will have to face reality. The author does not garantee that these thoughts will come to a successful end.
